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Abstract— This paper presents a number of research 

initiatives related to innovative and cut-edge technologies for 
Cloud Computing. These are chiefly in the fields 
of (i) environment security, (ii) quality assurance, (iii) service 
composition, and  (iv) system management. We present 
 technologies for intrusion detection; a SLA perspective 
in security management; customer security concerns; a Cloud-
based solution for eHealth; experimental assessment of routing 
for grid and cloud; simulator improvements to validate the green 
cloud computing approach, and; a framework to radio layer 
operation in cognitive networks. 
 

Index Terms—Management and Security, Cloud Computing 
Grid Computing, Cognitive Networks 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

LOUD computing technology imposes novel challenges to 
service development and management. The inherent 

features of vastly distributed processing open environment, 
and multi-user/multi-functional solutions require innovative, 
cutting-edge system management technologies. In this paper, 
we present a number of research initiatives being conducted in 
our group related to these technologies, chiefly in the fields of 
(i) environment security, (ii) quality assurance, (iii) service 
composition, and (iv) system management.  
 Our group has a long record of research on environmental 
security. In [1] we challenged the methods for Security of 
Input Validation  in current Cloud-based Web Services, and 
propose a framework for new method of input validation. In 
[2], we dispute the efficiency of current Intrusion Detection 
Systems and present a novel intrusion detection method. 
Moreover, we demonstrate how the proposed method 
overcomes the current limitations through the detection of the 
typical attacks on host computers and networks. In addition, 
we present a solution where audit data is collected from the 
middleware and two intrusion detection techniques are applied 
[3]. 
   Our research in the field of quality assurance is exemplified 
by the description in [4], where we present our research on  

 
 

Service Level Agreements for Security (Sec-SLAs). In this 
paper, we make an overview on the subject and elaborate on 
the difficulties related to defining security metrics and 
monitoring mechanisms. We concluded by analyzing the 
applicability of Sec-SLA for Cloud Computing environment. 
Another paper in the same research topic, [5] investigates the 
Security Concerns in Cloud Computing.   
   In the field of service composition, in [6] we proposed a 
framework for Cloud Computing eHealth, creating an 
architecture for Cloud-based Sensor Networks designed to 
integrate existing medical equipments in health institutions. In 
this environment, the information is collected, processed and 
becomes available in the Cloud. It encompasses the notions of 
expert systems, which may require extensively processing for 
data analysis, and ubiquitous interfaces 
   In the field of system management, in [7] we address the 
problems of system management considering the Routing 
Problem. We conclude by presenting an experimental 
assessment of routing for grid and cloud. 
   In the same field, we propose an Integrated Solution for 
Cloud Computing Management based on organization 
model [8]. We intend to develop new mechanisms for Green 
Cloud computing, which aims at a processing infrastructure 
that combines flexibility, quality of services, and reduced 
energy utilization.  
   Finally, in [9] we introduced a method to classify the 
Spectrum Band Occupation based on cognitive networks. 
We present a list of functionalities that ensure information and 
operations need to upper layers perform interference 
avoidance, power allocation, sensing control, spectrum 
characterization, spectrum selection and reconfiguration. We 
underscored the radio configuration features that are relevant 
to achieve cognitive network goals. 
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   This paper is structured in sections, where each section 
discusses a specific issue, explaining its context, showing our 
proposals to tackle with its main issues and concluding with 
some general remarks and specific work that must be done in 
the field. We close the paper with a specific conclusions 
section, in order to complete the mental picture for our reader. 

II.  SECURITY FRAMEWORK FOR INPUT VALIDATION  

A. Scope and Context 

   Input manipulation attacks, such as Cross Site Scripting 
(XSS), are becoming one of the most common attacks against 
Web Applications and Web Services security.  Using firewalls 
and other security mechanisms is not effective against 
application-level attacks, thus new methods of system security 
are required.  
  In [1], we proposed a framework to securing applications 
against input manipulation attacks. The mechanism offers a 
reusable approach by the use of XML files and a XML 
Schema for security parameters specification.     
   The input manipulation attack typically occurs from the 
application interface and could be used to exploit the 
Application Server. It allows the attacker to access databases, 
files and system configurations. This kind of attack is 
generally well known. However, the widespread usage of  Web 
Services is leading to inventive (and previously unknown) 
methods of input manipulation attacks [10]. 
   We highlight that using SSL and firewalls is not effective 
against application-level attacks. Hence, the work referenced 
proposes a framework for securing applications against input 
manipulation attacks using a reusable approach. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   Attacks to Web Applications and Web Services are common 
due to incorrect or non-input validation. The lack of thorough 
input validation could result in different kinds of attack, the 
most common of which are defined bellow:  
• Cross Site Scripting (XSS): consists of executing 
scripts on Web pages through the exploration of not correctly 
validated fields or URL.  
• SQL injection: consists of the execution of SQL 
commands through the manipulation of the URL variables or 
fields.  
• Hidden field manipulation: manipulation of hidden 
fields in order to explore some vulnerability.  
• Buffer Overflows: sending messages bigger than the 
maximum allowed in order to execute arbitrary commands. 
   The proposed framework has the primary objective of 
validating the user inputs before the Application starts to 
execute. It consists of a XML Schema, a XML file, a server 
mechanism for input validation and the front-end application, 
whose functions are the following: 
•  The XML Schema defines the valid XML specification 
for the framework;  
• The XML file defines the valid inputs for the required 
Application fields; 
•    The server mechanism is called to validate the user 

inputs according to the XML specifications; 
•  The front-end application is represented by any 
application which uses the framework for validating inputs. 
   When the user sends a request for an Application, the Input 
Validation mechanism receives the Request and checks for any 
inconsistence according to the pre-defined XML Input 
Validation specification. If the inputs sent are valid, the 
request is passed to the Web Application, otherwise, the user 
receives an error response. 
   The framework can be used with already developed or new 
applications. When using the framework with already 
developed application, the developer must adapt the 
application methods for calling the mechanism to validate 
inputs after receiving them. 
   On the other hand, when using the framework with new 
applications, the developer can define the application methods 
calling the mechanism every time an input is received. 
   This framework has some important characteristics. It works 
in the server-side – which means that any input from the Client 
will be validated before being processed.  
    Some developers usually perform the input invalidation in 
the client-side, but this is not correct and secure because the 
validation can be bypassed. 
    Another important characteristic of the framework is that it 
uses a single validation mechanism for the entire system, 
allowing for many applications from the same server to use the 
same mechanism, fostering reuse and systems standardization. 
   The framework is also XML based, what simplifies the 
application maintenance: if any changes are necessary, the 
developer just needs to change the XML application file. 
   This proposed framework addresses the big problem of Input 
Validation. Using it, Web Applications and Web Services will 
be secured against the various types of input manipulation 
attacks.  

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   This work presents the following major contributions: 
• An independent specification of Security for Input 
validation, through the use of a separated XML file; 
• A very reliable framework for validating user inputs in 
the server side instead of in the client side, assuring that all 
inputs will be validated before processing; 
• A reusable approach with the implementation of the 
Validator mechanism; 
• An architecture that could be used for Web 
Applications or Web Services; and 
• An experiment result that present how easy is to find 
Web Applications with Security flaws related to the lack of 
input validation. 

This study could be extended with the implementation of a 
system for input attacks detection and response, for instance, 
blocking the attacker access to the Web Application.  

III.  INTRUSION DETECTION FOR COMPUTATION GRIDS 

A. Scope and Context 

   Current intrusion detection technology is limited in 
providing protection against the intrusions that may violate the 
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security of computational grids. We present the problem of 
grid intrusion detection, describe the requirements of a system 
to detect them, propose a grid intrusion detection method, and 
show how it overcomes the limitations by integrating the 
detection of the typical host computer and network attacks 
with the detection of grid-specific attacks and user behavior 
anomalies. This integration is evaluated with a case study that 
makes use of simulations and a prototype implementation. 

Computational grids are  emerging  as  tools  to facilitate  
the  secure  sharing  of  resources  in heterogeneous  
environments [11].  Security is one of the most challenging 
aspects of grid computing and Intrusion Detection Systems 
(IDS) have an important role in grid security management. 
IDSs are responsible for the detection of intrusions in 
information systems and the responses to them, usually alert 
notifications sent to the security managers.  

Intrusions can be characterized as unauthorized use by 
external parties or abuse of the system by insiders. Typical 
host-based IDSs and network-based IDSs can be deployed in a 
grid environment to improve its security. However, they 
cannot properly detect grid intrusions.  The detection of these 
intrusions poses new challenges and current intrusion detection 
technology is limited in providing protection against them.  In 
[2] we describe a grid intrusion detection method that 
overcomes the limitations. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   For intrusion detection in computational grids we 
recommend a method in which grid-based  intrusion  detection 
systems (GIDS) is a high-level component that utilizes 
functionality of lower-level Host-IDS (HIDS) and Network-
IDS (NIDS) provided through inter-IDS communication. This 
makes possible the reuse of intrusion detection software 
already available, avoiding re-implementation of functionality.  

GIDS integration with the lower level components is the 
method’s core. In this method, to achieve the desired security 
level for the grid, HIDS and/or NIDS are installed at certain 
grid nodes  and  network  domains  and  work  integrated with  
GIDS  sending  relevant  information  for  the detection of 
intrusions.  

In order to achieve the maximum security level, each grid 
node and grid network domain must have a lower level IDS 
installed. In this case, all NIDS located in each grid network 
domain capture network audit data and look for protocol 
anomalies and attack trails existent in network packets.  

In addition to that, each grid node has a HIDS installed that 
collects and examines host audit data to identify evidence left 
by attacks and resource usage anomalies caused by local users. 
GIDS uses the audit data shared by the lower-level IDSs to 
identify grid attacks and to compare the behavior of grid users 
with their previously built historical profiles. The grid security 
manager is alerted  whenever  an  intrusion  is detected by 
GIDS or an alert is (iii) sent by the lower-level IDSs.  

The organization of HIDS and NIDS components is 
illustrative and the audit information they share with GIDS 
Agents is stored in Grid Information Databases.  Every  time  a  

user  accesses  the  grid, GIDS Schedulers consult the user 
profile stored in  a  database  and,  depending  on  the  
demanded computing power for audit data analysis, submit 
one or more Analyzer jobs to nodes with available computing 
resources. The jobs) exchange data with the databases in order 
to analyze user behavior and  update  the  profiles.  The 
Analyzers  are  also responsible for correlating the stored audit 
data to identify grid attacks.  

To show how the GIDS example satisfies the coverage 
requirement, consider a scenario where it protects a grid where 
an intruder wants to penetrate and follows these steps:  

(1) The intruder launches  a  buffer  overflow attack against 
an operating system (OS) process running on a grid node. The 
attack is successful and he is then able to execute arbitrary 
code.  

(2) Now  with  OS  root  privileges,  he  runs  an exploit  
script  and  impersonates a  user  with  grid  privileges,  
gaining facilitated access to several nodes.  

(3) Continuing  the  malicious  activity,  he  uses several  
grid  nodes  to  run  a  distributed application.  

(4) The application launches a coordinated network  denial-
of-service  (DoS)  attack against an external target.   

The first step characterizes a (d) host intrusion detectable by 
HIDS. Supposing it’s not detected, the  intruder  proceeds  to  
the  second  step,  which characterizes a (c) grid attack and a 
consequent (a) unauthorized access, both detectable by GIDS. 
If not stopped at that point, the intruder gets to the third step, 
where GIDS compares his behavior with the historical profile 
of the user he impersonated to identify  (b)  misuse.  If  
somehow  GIDS  fails  to identify  a  behavior  anomaly,  in  
the  fourth  step NIDS is responsible to detect the (d) DoS 
attack trails.  In  conclusion,  in  this  scenario  the  GIDS 
example  covers  (a),  (b),  (c),  and  (d)  intrusions, satisfying 
the requirement of (x) coverage. The system example is 
designed to distribute the detection problem among its 
components in order to achieve (y) scalability and, since it 
benefits from the grid by consuming its computing  resources,  
it achieves (z) grid compatibility. 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   The  purpose  of  this  work  is  to  describe  an approach  
that  overcomes  the  weaknesses  of  the available solutions to 
the grid intrusion detection problem.  As discussed the current 
technology is limited in detecting all the kinds of attacks that  
may  violate  the  security  of  a  grid. Typical IDSs cannot 
properly identify grid-specific attacks and  grid  users  
misusing  resources.   

The available  GIDS  architectures  also  lack protection 
against grid attacks and typical computer host and network 
attacks. We listed basic requirements that need  to  be  
satisfied  by  a  GIDS:  coverage, scalability, and grid 
compatibility. Related works on the  subject  of  grid  intrusion  
detection  describe solutions which try to achieve scalability 
and grid compatibility,  but  lack  in  achieving  complete 
coverage  protection  against  the  possible  grid intrusions.  

We described a grid intrusion detection method in which 
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GIDS is a high-level component that works in an integrated 
manner with lower-level IDSs  (NIDS  and  HIDS).  Then,  
assuming  that integrating the IDSs was feasible, we showed 
with an example that this method can be used to satisfy the 
basic GIDS requirements.  

We  presented  mechanisms  to integrate GIDS with lower-
level IDSs. The use of standard  protocols  and  formats  was  
focused: IDMEF, IDXP, RUR, and syslog. The case study  
performed  with  a  simulated  grid environment  to  evaluate  
the  mechanisms  was described. It  demonstrated  that  the 
integration of lower-level  IDSs  with  a  GIDS  using  IDMEF 
messaging is possible and useful to detect the grid intrusions, 
although a complete case study involving all the types of grid 
intrusions was not performed, since  signature  databases  of  
grid-specific  attacks have  not  been  made  available  to  the  
scientific community yet. Research topics to be considered for 
future work are the distributed GIDS architecture that was left 
as an idea, the impact that a grid-wide  intrusion  detection  
service  has  on  a  grid’s performance,  and  grid-specific  
attacks,  including languages and tools for their manipulation. 
Also, other requirements could be considered for GIDS, such  
as  accuracy,  fault tolerance,  timeliness, and performance.   

IV. INTRUSION DETECTION FOR GRID AND CLOUD 

A. Scope and Context 

   Providing security in a distributed system requires more 
than user authentication with passwords or digital certificates 
and confidentiality in data transmission. Rigorous control of 
the executed tasks is needed in order to prevent malicious 
users from breaking grid policies, to identify the use of stolen 
passwords, and, also, to make possible the rapid detection of 
known attacks. In this work, a solution for grid and cloud 
computing intrusion detection is presented in which audit data 
is collected from the middleware and two intrusion detection 
techniques are applied. Analysis for anomaly detection is 
performed to verify if user actions correspond to known 
behavior profiles and knowledge analysis is performed to 
verify security policy violations and known attack patterns. 
This approach was evaluated and its resulting performance in 
regards to false positives, false negatives, and computational 
cost are discussed. 

Because of their distributed nature, cloud computing 
environments are a great target for intruders willing to explore 
possible vulnerabilities existent in the services provided by 
them and, consequently, by impersonating legitimate users, can 
use the abundant resources inappropriately. An additional 
security measure that can be of great value in such systems is 
the employment of Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS) to 
investigate configurations, logs, network traffic, and user 
actions to detect typical attack behavior. 

An IDS must be distributed in order to work in a cloud 
computing environment. In this manner, each node is 
monitored by a part of the intrusion detection system and, 
when an attack occurs, an alert is sent to the other nodes in the 
environment. To achieve this distribution, we need 

compatibility with heterogeneous hosts, communication 
mechanisms, and permission control over the system 
maintenance and updates since these features are typical in 
cloud computing, the problem becomes simpler, as these 
features are supported by cloud computing middleware and 
our effort can be focused only on implementing intrusion 
detection as a grid service.  

An attack against a cloud computing system can be silent for 
a network-based IDS, since node communication usually is 
encrypted, and invisible to a host-based IDS, since clod 
computing attacks not necessarily affect a node's OS or the 
user registry but in cloud computing middleware so we will 
focus in this part. In this way, traditional IDS cannot 
appropriately identify suspicious activities in a cloud 
computing. 

The work described in [3] presents an IDS architecture for 
cloud computing environment called CCIDS – Could 
Computing Intrusion Detection System - which integrates low-
level detection, such as network and host detection, to identify 
attacks in the environment.  

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   Could computing is distributed computing in essence and 
hence we suggest that intrusion detection and its alert system 
for this environment should be distributed and cooperative. In 
our solution, each node is responsible for identifying and 
alerting the other nodes of local events that may represent 
security violations. These individual IDS will cooperatively 
participate in the cloud computing intrusion detection, sharing 
of information between the cloud computing intrusion 
detection service and the elements that realize its architecture. 
These elements are described below: 

- Node is a grid entity which contains resources. These 
resources are accessed homogeneously through the grid 
middleware, which also is responsible for controlling access 
control policies and supporting a service-oriented 
environment; 

- Service provides its functionality in the environment 
through the middleware, which facilitates, for instance, 
communication. 

- Event auditor is the key piece in the system and is 
responsible for capturing data from various sources, such as 
the log system, service and node messages. 

- IDS Service analyzes data captured by the auditor and 
applies detection techniques based on user behavior and 
knowledge of previous attacks. In the event of a detection, it 
uses the communication means provided by the middleware to 
send alerts to other nodes. Therefore, cloud computing attacks 
are detectable. The middleware has also the task of 
synchronizing the known attacks database and the user 
behavior database. 

- Storage Service holds the data needed by the IDS Service 
to perform analysis. It is important for all nodes to have access 
to the same data and a grid environment is responsible for 
virtualizing the homogeneous environment in a transparent 
way so that this database is unique. 
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C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   In this work we have described a cloud computing 
intrusion detection system capable of identifying unknown 
attacks, such as malicious usage through behavior deviation, 
and known attacks, with the help of a rule database that defines 
typical attacks.  

Our solution is an IDS service that captures audit data from 
a log and a communication system part of grid middleware 
increasing the level of security in each node, as well as the 
cloud computing.  

Two techniques were applied to achieve a higher level of 
security, intensively monitoring for possible malicious actions. 
Behavior-based intrusion detection was done with a feed-
forward artificial neural network to recognize patterns of user 
behavior and indicate abnormal activity.  

The prototype implementing this solution was demonstrably 
accurate, with a low rate of false positives and false negatives. 
Knowledge-based detection was added to the solution to ease 
the identification of trails from already known attacks. These 
attacks are previously defined with a set of rules that we 
presented as a contribution to the field.  

In order to perform the required analysis for intrusion 
detection, we described a system for capturing audit data from 
a log system and messages exchange between grid nodes. In 
contrast to previous related work, this information is retrieved 
from the middleware, instead of lower-level systems such as 
the operating systems or network. The architecture was 
evaluated for feasibility with a prototype. We found out the 
processing cost is low and the performance is satisfactory for a 
real-time implementation. The individual analysis performed 
in each node reduces the complexity and the volume of data in 
comparison to previous solutions where the audit data is 
concentrated in single points. Communication, 
synchronization, and homogenization of resources were 
concerns in this work, since cloud computing provides services 
with these features. 

V. SLA IN SECURITY MANAGEMENT FOR CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Scope and Context 

   One of the network and services management problems is 
security, either in preventing attacks and using computational 
mechanisms to protect data and systems or in administrative 
matters, which involves not just what needs to be protected, 
but also what security service levels will be delivered. This 
work explores Service Level Agreements for Security or just 
Sec-SLAs. Is tried to provide an overview on the subject, the 
difficulties faced during the security metrics definition process 
and the Sec-SLA monitoring, as well as an analysis on the Sec-
SLA role in new paradigms like cloud computing. 

Control systems and data security are important in any 
computer system. This demand can be covered by creating 
new devices or techniques and by making some adjustments in 
traditional ways of storing and controlling systems and data. In 
this sense, this work studies Security Service Level 

Agreements or just Sec-SLAs not as a brand new technique, 
but as a new design for the traditional Service Level 
Agreements or SLAs.  Instead of considering traditional 
service levels like network throughput or delay, for example, it 
considers just service levels related to security.  

To meet these security services levels, a set of security 
metrics needs to be defined and monitored. Defining these 
metrics is not a trivial task, but great research effort is being 
done to facilitate the process.  

Service level security requirements or demands include 
cryptography, data packet filtering, redundancy of hardware 
and software and so on.  

After this conversion, we get the second task in an effective 
Sec-SLA: monitoring if the metrics agreed are being met. It 
was proposed an architecture for monitoring and controlling 
these agreements, called Sec-Mon. This work explores Service 
Level Agreements for Security or just Sec-SLAs. We try to 
provide an overview on the subject and the difficulties faced to 
define security metrics to be used in such contracts, as also to 
outline its important role in new scenarios, like cloud 
computing. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   Changes occurred in the traditional distributed computing 
paradigm lead to the need of enforcements in the traditional 
SLAs.  The more recent is the notion of “computing in the 
cloud”, whose popular designation is cloud computing.  

There is no clear consensus on what exactly cloud 
computing is, but several authors outline the fact that it is a 
new distributed computing and business paradigm, that 
provides computing power, software and storage and even a 
distributed data center infrastructure on demand, delivered 
over the Internet. The key words in the previous definition are 
on demand.  Services delivered in such conditions demand 
considerable effort in the process of defining security service 
levels. 

The definition of security metrics, as well as its monitoring, 
has to be done also on demand. The negotiation of the SLA 
will have to be agile, in order to not affect the hiring of 
services, as one of the greatest appeals of cloud computing is 
to allow unexpected demands to be met more quickly. 

The security problem in cloud computing raises many 
questions, especially from customers, who need to understand 
the risks associated when migrating services to the cloud, as 
well as to know what are the ways available to ensure that the 
security of such data will be maintained.  

Several recent work in cloud computing cites the 
importance of negotiating SLAs. For instance, The Cloud 
Security Alliance  [12], whose formal debut was made at RSA 
Conference 2009 releasing a white paper entitled Security 
Guidance for Critical Areas of Focus in Cloud Computing, 
points the fact that more consideration should be given to the 
content of the SLA, considering its ‘auditability’. In  [13] is 
pointed that to become a viable alternative to the enterprise, 
cloud computing infrastructures need to provide stable service 
level for business process. It is also pointed that "in cloud 
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computing environments SLAs are typically provided for basic 
platform services (e.g., system uptime, network throughput) 
 [13]."  

Due to its nature, cloud computing has several types of uses, 
i.e., one might be computing in the cloud when creating a 
datasheet in Google Docs, as well as when hiring a server in a 
data center to any enterprise purpose. Some cloud computing 
categorization was done, trying to differentiate these use 
possibilities, according to the main objectives of use. The 
categories more indicated in cloud computing related work are 
the three following, reproduced in this section like the 
definition given in  [14] 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

A Sec-SLA is a formal negotiated document that defines in, 
specially, a quantitative way what service levels will be 
delivered from the provider to the customer. In other words, 
the Sec-SLA deals with the “what”, not the “how”. 
Nevertheless, by defining good security metrics the “how” 
could be better visualized.  

Usually the IT team faces lots of options in technological 
solutions and having a clear and documented understanding of 
what are the security requirements certainly would help. One 
of the main advantages of a Sec-SLA, beyond the legal one, is 
the possibility of a better understanding of how security is 
being accomplished. 

It was also possible to notice that many research is being 
done focusing on the security metric subject. Fortunately, 
security metrics are of great concern in more areas than 
network and services management and much of the effort done 
to improve their definition and measurability is useful in a Sec-
SLA context.  

Proposed architectures like Sec-Mon represent an important 
subsidy in the search for ways to monitoring and controlling 
the Sec-SLA. The Sec-Mon architecture is independent of a 
specific technology and even that in the moment of its 
construction was not considered the cloud computing 
paradigm, it could easily be adapted to provide means of being 
deployed in a cloud environment. 

As final remarks, we point out that a research to pre-design 
security metrics according to the cloud computing category, 
aiming to help the need for dynamic negotiation of Sec-SLAs 
in the cloud is in place. It is a great challenge because the 
paradigm is still evolving, as well as the understanding of what 
are the security challenges that it brings. 

VI.  COSTUMER SECURITY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Scope and Context 

   There is no consensus on the exact definition of cloud 
computing, but some characteristics are clearly repeated. It is a 
new distributed computing and business paradigm. It provides 
computing power, software and storage and even a distributed 
data center infrastructure on demand. In [4], we investigate the 
main security concerns faced by the customers that are trying 
to better understand or profit from this new paradigm, 

especially considering a public cloud and we conclude that 
data confidentiality, integrity and availability are the biggest 
ones. 

Despite of the fact that industry big players like Google, 
Amazon, SalesForce, Microsoft and others have products and 
services under the umbrella of ‘cloud computing’, ‘cloud 
ready’ or other similar denomination, there is no consensus 
about what exactly cloud computing is. Below we list two 
definitions made by researchers: 

“A Cloud is a type of parallel and distributed system 
consisting of a collection of inter-connected and virtualized 
computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as 
one or more unified computing resources based on service-
level agreements established through negotiation between the 
service provider and consumers [15].” 

“A model for enabling convenient, on-demand network 
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources 
(e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) 
that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal 
management effort or service provider interaction [16].” 

From these definitions, it is possible to notice that some 
characteristics are clearly repeated. It is a new paradigm, not 
just a distributed computing paradigm, but also a new business 
paradigm. It is intended to provide computing power, software 
and storage and even a distributed data center infrastructure on 
demand.  

In order to make these characteristics viable, cloud 
computing makes use of existing technologies, such as 
virtualization, distributed computing, grid computing, utility 
computing and Internet. However, even those industry big 
players have products and services available as also a 
definition of what are the basic cloud computing underlying 
technologies, a customer intending to better understand and 
profit from this new paradigm faces several concerns, 
especially the ones related to security. 

Considering the customer point of view, we have made an 
extensive research to obtain what are the main security 
problems pointed in the available literature for cloud 
computing security, aiming to list and discuss the more 
recurrent ones. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   Many cloud computing security problems are still unclear. 
Being cloud computing such a recent computing paradigm, it 
is natural that many aspects remain uncovered whereas the 
paradigm itself is being more developed and understood. 

According to [17], there are three main customers’ 
concerns: 

- Vulnerability to attack: critical business information and 
IT resources are outside the customers firewall. 

- Standard security practices: customers want to be 
confident that such practices are being followed. Most of those 
practices require disclosure and inspection, which leads to 
another concern as a customer: will my data be in the same 
virtual hardware and network resources with other customers, 
being susceptible to disclosure in someone else’s inspection? 
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- Being subject to state or national data-storage laws related 
to privacy or record keeping: European Union (EU), for 
example, has privacy regulations that do not permit some 
personal data to be transmitted outside the EU. In the cloud, 
data can be stored anywhere in the world; it is important to 
attend such regulations. 

In June 2008, the Gartner Group released a report entitled 
“Assessing the Security Risks of Cloud Computing” [17]. 
According to this report, widely commented and cited on the 
Internet, before jumping into the cloud, the customer should 
know its unique security risks, considering specially seven 
security conditions during the process of choosing a cloud 
provider. These unique security risks are: 

•  Privileged user access: outsourcing means allowing 
outsourced services to bypass internal controls, 
including personnel controls. With this in mind, the 
customer has to obtain as more information as possible 
about how the possible future provider hires people and 
what kind of controls their accesses have. 

•  Regulatory Compliance: if the cloud computing 
provider is not subject of external audits and security 
certifications, the customer probably should not use its 
services for non trivial tasks. Customers have to always 
remember that, unless stated or agreed otherwise, they 
are responsible for their own data. 

•  Data location: when using the cloud, the customer 
probably will not know where their data will be stored. 
Thus, it is recommended checking if the provider will 
commit to store and process data in specific 
jurisdictions and if a contractual commitment on behalf 
of the customer will be made by the provider. 

•  Data segregation: customers should check what is done 
to separate different customers’ provider data, due to 
the fact that, in a cloud, the environment is shared. 
Using cryptography, for example, is effective, but do 
not solve all the problems. It must be checked also if 
the cryptographic schemes are designed and tested by 
specialists, because cryptographic accidents are able to 
make data unusable. 

•  Recovery: the provider capacity of restoring the entire 
system and how long it would take should be checked 
by the customer. Any provider that does not replicate 
its data or infrastructure is prone to total failures. 

•  Investigative support: In order to have confidence that 
inappropriate or illegal activities will be possible to be 
investigated, the customer needs a formal commitment 
from the provider. This commitment should state which 
kind of investigation will be possible and also gives 
evidence that similar support was already done by the 
provider. Otherwise, the customer almost can be sure 
that such investigations will be impossible. 

•  Long-term viability: if happens that the cloud 
computing provider be acquired or goes broke, the 
customer needs to know if the data will still be 
available and in a format that will allow being imported 

to a substitute application.  
Summarizing the Gartner’s report, customers should 

demand transparency and avoid providers that do not offer 
clear information about security programs. 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   Maybe the cloud will evolve and become the largest 
information system we ever saw, having all sort of data and 
dealing with all kind of information, all kind of sensitive 
information. Hence, much research work is in progress to 
provide security for cloud computing, especially regarding do 
data confidentiality, integrity and availability.  

The general belief, including ours, is that the larger adoption 
of cloud computing relies on how secure it is and that security 
should be addressed since the very beginning. Given that cloud 
computing is a still evolving paradigm, some new security 
concerns may appear during the definition process, but the 
concerns highlighted in the present survey probably will not 
change.  

There are, however, a lot of good research and work in 
progress aiming to mitigate or to solve the security issues and 
to turn the cloud computing horizon less cloudy. Among these 
researches are government initiatives, like the cloud security 
group from US National Institute of Standards and Technology 
(NIST) and industry initiatives, like the Cloud Computing 
Security Alliance. Having data confidentiality, integrity and 
availability a strong legal side, some legal organizations like 
Strafford Publications are organizing events to discuss the 
subject, like a Teleconference entitled “Cloud Computing: 
Managing the Legal Risks”, showing that other areas beyond 
information technology are watching cloud computing growing 
adoption more closely. Such initiatives bring advantages for 
the customer that can have more qualified background when 
analyzing the available cloud computing solutions to migrate 
his services to a cloud. 

VII.  CLOUD COMPUTING FOR HEALTH CARE 

A. Scope and Context 

   Existing processes for patients' vital data collection 
require a great deal of labor work to collect, input and analyze 
the information. These processes are usually slow and error-
prone, introducing a latency that prevents real-time data 
accessibility. This scenario restrains the clinical diagnostics 
and monitoring capabilities. In [5] we propose a solution to 
automate this process by using “sensors” attached to existing 
medical equipments that are interconnected to exchange 
service. The proposal is based on the concepts of utility 
computing and wireless sensor networks. The information 
becomes available in the “cloud” from where it can be 
processed by expert systems and/or distributed to medical 
staff. The proof-of-concept design applies commodity 
computing integrated to legacy medical devices, ensuring cost-
effectiveness and simple integration.   

Telemedicine allows remote diagnoses and monitoring of 
patients. It guarantees agility, safety, and reliability in modern 
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health-care institutions. There are several challenges 
associated to automation in this sort of environment, viz: 
heterogeneity of devices, protocols, and programming 
interfaces; the requirement for flexible, impact-free 
deployment; the requirement for easy to configure, easy to 
manage, scalable and, if possible, self-adjusting systems, and 
others. 

We focus on the problem of patients’ vital data collection, 
distribution, and processing. We suggest that current solutions 
based on manual note taking are slow, time consuming, and 
labor resource intensive. Besides, it imposes an obstacle to 
real-time data access that curbs the ability of clinical 
diagnostics and monitoring. 

We present a solution to automate this process from bedside 
data collection to information distribution and remote access 
by medical staff. Our solution is based on concepts of wireless 
sensor networks and utility computing. “Sensors” are attached 
to existing medical equipments that are inter-connected to 
exchange services; these are integrated to the institution’s 
computing network infrastructure. The information becomes 
available in the “cloud”, from where it can be processed by 
expert systems and/or distributed to medical staff for analysis. 
We argue that these technologies provide desirable features for 
automation in telemedicine environment. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   Our proposal is a system to automate the process of 
collecting patient's vital data via a network of sensors 
connected to legacy medical devices, and; deliver this 
information to the medical center’s “cloud” for storage, 
processing, and distribution.  

At the patient's bedside, there are sensor nodes which are 
loaded with software to collects, encode, and transmit data 
through wireless communication channels to be stored. The 
Exchange Service acts like a broker between local and remote 
services. It is responsible to receive collect data from sensors 
and to dispatch it to appropriate storage service hosted on 
cloud. It also receives requests from content service to retrieve 
data from the Cloud Service, whose functionality is two 
folded: (1) it is responsible to provide services to store 
collected data; and (2) it provides a platform for development, 
testing and deployment of applications needed by medical 
staff. Mobile and stationary devices interacts with applications 
using Content Service. This service acts like a “door” where 
medical staff devices can access all available information. 

There are several practical advantages in this 
implementation, such as: 

• it provides always-on, real-time data collecting;  
• it eliminates manual collecting work and possibility of 

typing errors; and  
• it facilitated the deployment process, as wireless 

networking means no need for cabling or other physical setup.  
The proposed architecture covers the several elements in 

current systems, such as: 
• Sensors attached to legacy medical devices replace the 

necessity of (i) manual data gathering and (ii) data entering on 

medical system. 
• Computer resources available in the cloud are responsible 

to (iii) organize, index, and make the data accessible, and; 
distribute the data to (iv) medical staff. 

At this level of abstraction, there is no need to specify 
“what” elements are available in the cloud (logical design) or 
to care for performance and scalability (physical design). It 
suffices to say that the “cloud” provides the standard interfaces 
for application integration.  

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   In short, our solution delivers an integrated telemedicine 
service that automates the process from data collecting to 
information deliver as a computing utility. There are several 
practical advantages in this implementation, such as: it 
provides always-on, real-time data collecting; it eliminates 
manual collecting work and possibility of typing errors, and; it 
eases the deployment process, as wireless networking means 
no need for cabling or other physical setup.  

From the software engineering perspective, the proposed 
design promotes re-usability through the use of a standard 
services implemented and deployed by using a Platform as a 
Service (PaaS). In addition, it leverages others health-care 
institutions to use services through a Software as a Service 
(SaaS) model without investments on hardware or software 
licenses. 

Moreover, we suggest that this project contributes to 
scientific and social fields. On the scientific field, the project 
generates new knowledge and applications for utility 
computing, cloud computing, sensor networks and mobile 
computing. These areas are being extensively explored by the 
academic community and the developments from this project 
will address some of the outstanding questions. There are 
many lines of research involved in this development, such as:  
information systems, system modeling, networking, mobile 
service development, service management, computational 
security and quality of service (QoS). 

In addition, there is a contribution to the social field, as the 
proposed service helps to improve the quality of medical 
assistance delivery, especially in needy communities. It is 
difficult to gather medical staff with varying expertise in a 
single place, and it is even more challenging to enable medical 
assistance to remote patients located in remote communities. 
In addition, expert medical staff has restricted time and cannot 
monitor patients or collect additional data from patients at 
bedside. Thus, the proposal presents an innovative solution 
that addresses problems of integration, such as medical staff 
from one institution being able to monitor patients located at 
another. It also helps with releasing support staff workload that 
can use of saved time to focus on assistance. Finally, due to its 
pragmatic approach the project results in a cost-effective 
solution to address the requirements for modernization of 
health-care system in developing countries. 

As future works, we intend to validate the proposal in a real 
world setup to assess the benefits of the solution in large scale 
scenarios. In addition, we intent to implement several services 
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enhancements of security and management with interaction of 
thirty-party infrastructure service provider.   

VIII.  ROUTING FOR GRID AND CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Scope and Context 

   Grid and Cloud computing technologies are being applied 
as an affordable method to cluster computational power 
together. These structures aim to support service applications 
by grouping devices and shared resources in one large 
computational unit. However, the management complexity 
grows proportionally to the number of resources being 
integrated. This work claims to address the problems of 
management, considering the routing problem in a particular 
context. An experimental assessment of routing for grid and 
cloud is presented. In addition, it introduces a proof-of- 
concept implementation and case study scenarios. 

According to IBM, traditionally, networks and management 
systems are manually controlled processes which demand one 
or more human operators to manage all the computing systems 
aspects. In this environment, the operator is strongly integrated 
to the management process and his task is to execute low level 
system calls to solve imminent problems. Even though this 
kind of management, which keeps a human into the system, 
was appropriate in the past, it cannot cope with modern 
systems. 

The need to connect many heterogeneous systems is one of 
the main necessities of grid and cloud computing, introducing 
new levels of complexity. Even though it is a complex 
environment, the configuration and management is done by 
humans. This characteristic makes this task slow and a subject 
of decision making problems. Even administrator errors can 
occur at this task. In order to avoid this problem a solution is 
needed in which the management does not need human 
intervention. Observing this scenario, a question emerges: 
How to manage efficiently and in an automated way a 
heterogeneous and complex environment, like grid or cloud? 

In order to answer this question the work in [7] proposes an 
experimental assessment of routing for grid and cloud 
computing that supports autonomic computing paradigm. The 
system has self-management properties, and redefines the 
human operator's responsibilities, where their experience is 
used to define general objectives and polices to control the 
system instead of placing them in a decision making position. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   The piece that allows for the system to be called 
autonomic is the autonomic manager. Through the monitoring 
of managed elements and their external environment, the 
autonomic manager is able to build and execute plans for 
implementation, based on the analysis of sent information. 
Therefore, the autonomic manager is responsible for ensuring 
self-management, achieved when all its sub-areas (self-
configuration, self-regeneration, self-optimization and self-
protection) are guaranteed. 

For this purpose, this work suggests that the manager is 

composed of some components, responsible for monitoring the 
data sent by the managed elements and others elements of the 
autonomic grid, analyze them, plan actions according to their 
objectives and implement these actions, thus achieving a high 
degree of autonomy. 

The number of mobile devices is constantly changing, which 
can result in big changes in the overall system. For the 
interconnection among the devices, it is essential to keep the 
routing table consistent. The Routing Table Management 
component has the goal of detecting routing inconsistencies, 
but it cannot directly manipulate the routing table. The latter is 
done by the grid’s routing algorithm. 

The system proposed here implements two routing 
algorithms: one is based on the direct interconnection with a 
neighbor node, and the other is based on the interconnection 
among all nodes. 

In grids, every element has its own routing table that 
contains the destination (node name) and a metric (the distance 
until the next element in hops). On the first algorithm, each 
node connects to the neighbor node only. Thus, the route to the 
neighbor node becomes a default route (gateway) to the other 
elements in the grid. For example, when an element wants to 
request a service, it sends a request to the gateway, and the 
gateway is responsible for forwarding the request to the others 
nodes connected to it. This process is repeated until the 
destination receives the request. 

The other algorithm is a little different. As an element joins 
the grid, all the other elements add a direct route to it (metric 
1). This makes the whole grid to be seen as a complete graph. 
The propagation of the information about a node joining or 
leaving the grid is coordinated by this same algorithm in an 
autonomic way. When all the nodes discover the topology 
changes, we have reached the convergence. 

To this point, this work described the theory upon which the 
proposed system was based, the architecture details, its 
components and interactions, and the routing algorithms. To 
test it, we have implemented it on Grid-M [18]. Among the 
main benefits of the Grid-M middleware are: it is open source, 
it is easy to deal with small devices, it has a friendly API and it 
is portable [18]. 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   In [7] we have proposed an experimental assessment of 
routing for grid and cloud computing. The convergence time 
of the algorithm based on the direct interconnection to the 
neighbor node is really small and almost constant. As 
expected, the response time of the algorithm based on the 
restrict connection to the neighbor node is longer than the 
other one. The big question to be answered was: How to make 
a heterogeneous environment and with huge complexity, like 
grid and cloud computing, not being managed manually, which 
is inefficient? The solution proposal is the creation of 
autonomic elements acting as intelligent agents, capable of feel 
the environment where they are and act the same according to 
pre-defined policies. 
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IX.  MANAGEMENT FOR GREEN CLOUD COMPUTING 

A. Scope and Context 

   Green cloud computing aims at a processing infrastructure 
that combines flexibility, quality of services, and reduced 
energy utilization. In order to achieve this objective, the 
management solution must regulate the internal settings to 
address the pressing issue of data center over-provisioning 
related to the need to match the peak demand. In this context, 
we propose an integrated solution for environment, services 
and network management based on organization model of 
autonomous agent components. This work introduces the 
system management model, analyses the system’s behavior, 
describes the operation principles, and presents a case study 
scenario and some results. We extended CloudSim to simulate 
the organization model approach and implemented the 
migration and reallocation policies using this improved version 
to validate our management solution. 

The goal of green computing is to seamlessly integrate 
management of computing devices and environmental for 
control mechanisms to provide quality of service, robustness, 
and energy efficiency. The challenge in green cloud computing 
is to minimize resource usage and still satisfy quality of 
service requirements and robustness. The problem is 
summarized as follows. The load prediction models in 
traditional architectures and cloud computing environments 
are based on the analysis of historical data and demand 
increments from business models. This information makes it 
possible to pre-allocate resources. However, load prediction 
models are challenged (and frequently broken) when 
unexpected peaks of demand occur. 

Approaches to dealing with the problems of load prediction 
models include the following: (i) allow for a margin of on-line 
resources, i.e., over-provision resources; (ii) to turn on idle 
resources; (iii) to temporarily use external resources on-
demand (i.e., federated clouds), and others. Each of these 
approaches has its advantages and disadvantages.  

In [8] we propose a solution based on integrated 
environment, services and network management that promotes: 
(i) equitable load distribution through techniques like virtual 
machines; (ii) predictive resource allocation models through 
historical load analysis and pro-active allocation methods; (iii) 
aggregate energy management of network devices; (iv) 
integrated control over the environmental support units, which 
represent the larger share of energy consumption. 

The objectives are the following: (i) to provide flexibility of 
the system configuration that allows for the easy introduction 
of new elements in the managed environment and the 
configuration processing distribution among services; (ii) to 
provide a level of availability that keeps to higher standard 
SLA compliance rates and which contributes to system’s 
stability and security; (iii) to reduce cost in both capital and 
operational costs (CAPEX and OPEX) to support the business 
predicates, and thus promote the acceptability of the proposed 
method; (iv) to provide sustainability by using methods to 
reduce energy utilization and carbon emission footprints. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

   To achieve our objectives we propose an organization 
theory model for integrated management of a green cloud 
computing environment. It works based on organization 
models that regulate the behavior of autonomous components 
(agents) that view the environmental elements, network 
devices (e.g. switches, cards and ports) and service providers 
(e.g. processing servers, load distribution services, task 
processors and temperature reduction services). For example, 
the management system is able to turn off unused network 
devices and servers, turning off the environmental support 
units. This is reactive to characteristics of the predicted system 
load. The controlling elements are able to coordinate between 
themselves aiming at a higher-level system’s objective, e.g. to 
keep overall energy utilization and SLA compliance metrics. 

Our research advances the state of the art as follows: (i) it 
introduces an organization theory model for integrated 
management of the green clouds based on the concepts of 
organization models, network management, and distributed 
computing; (ii) it analyses the network and system’s behavior 
and operational principles; (iii) it validates the proposal 
demonstrating the system’s added-value in a case study 
scenario; (iv) it improves a simulator (the CloudSim 
framework) to validate the green cloud computing 
management approach. 

We propose techniques to automatically detect the creation 
of data centers. We modeled the system using Norms (NM), 
Beliefs (BL) and Plan Rules (PR), inferring that we would 
need (NM) to reduce energy consumption, reduce the costs of 
the cloud and maintain a minimalist structure, based on a (PR) 
minimum of SLA violations and reduction of changes in the 
environment, not forgetting parameter settings (BL) of time 
provisioning of virtual machines. Based on these definitions 
and responsibilities, the agents’ sensors respond more 
appropriately to balance the environment. Let’s consider three 
services (i.e. web service, backup, remote boot) running 
concurrently and whose charge distribution appears to be 
complementary. Their high peaks (i.e., variation of workload) 
happen at different times. Based on inferences from NM, BL 
and PR agents would monitor the system and determine 
actions dynamically. In this proposal the agents have two 
solutions to the adequacy of servers and virtual machines: at a 
time before the peak, migrate the virtual machine to a more 
robust server or turn it off. Thus the system would act more 
dynamically and autonomically, according to the predefined 
requirements. Our environment is simply all the variations of 
workload (input), allocating and distributing services 
(moving/relocating) to the reduced use of resources (system 
output), searching environmental sustainability. 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   In [8] we proposed an organization theory model for 
resource management of Green Clouds and demonstrated that 
the proposed solution delivers both reliability and 
sustainability, contributing to our goals of optimizing energy 
utilization and reducing carbon emission. 
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Concepts related to cloud computing and green cloud 
computing were presented. We also described the simulator 
employed in the practical part of the experiments and de- 
tailed improvements undertaken on it to validate the green 
cloud computing approach. The simulator we used is called 
CloudSim and was developed at the University of Melbourne 
in Australia. The improvements we implemented relate to 
services-based interaction and policies for migration and re- 
location of virtual machines, which are based on system 
monitoring and control. 

Tests were realized to prove the validity of the system by 
utilizing CloudSim simulator from the University of 
Melbourne in Australia. We have implemented improvements 
related to services-based interaction. We implemented 
migration policies and relocation of virtual machines by 
monitoring and controlling the system. There was a reduction 
in migration (45% on average considering a day of simulation) 
as well as the number of SLA violations, found by reducing 
the number of lost requests (7.34% on average considering a 
day of simulation). Moreover, the approach simplifies the 
management model, in which it is possible to manage 
resources (connecting / disconnecting machines) of each 
element, reducing energy consumption. 

X. RADIO LAYER OPERATION IN COGNITIVE NETWORKS  

A. Scope and Context 

   In [9], we present a schema to classify the signal sensed as 
well as to classify the spectrum band occupation according to 
signals sensed. We also present a list of functionalities that 
ensure information and operations need to upper layers 
perform interference avoidance, power allocation, sensing 
control, spectrum characterization, spectrum selection and 
reconfiguration. With this list, we highlight the radio 
configuration features that are relevant to achieve cognitive 
network goals. Finally, we evaluate the expressivity of 
proposed schema to hit the main cognitive network goals and 
we conclude that our propose is relevant to cognitive radio 
research once it define de minimum behavior and 
responsibilities to cognitive radio layer. 

The increase in use of wireless networks led the USA 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to publish a 
report showing that problem of spectrum shortage is, in fact, a 
problem of spectrum using. So, an effort has been conducted 
in order to that unlicensed (secondary) users could use the 
spectrum already assigned to licensed (primary) users. In this 
way, concept of cognitive networks was created and a lot of 
other concepts have been suggested and consolidated around 
this concept. Cognitive networks address the problem of 
spectrum occupation without or with the minimum interference 
in the primary user (PU) communication and, in the same way, 
cognitive radio (CR) is defined formally as soon: ”A 
’Cognitive Radio’ is a radio that can change its transmitter 
parameters based on interactions with the environment in 
which it operates”. 

To reach this aim we must assure cognitive capability and 

re-configurability where the first one is the ability to sense the 
spectrum and identify spectrum holes or white spaces that are 
unused portions of spectrum as well as infer or cognize 
interference in PU transmissions. The second ability is re-
configurability, which means the ability of CR allowing 
change in its operating parameters like channel, transmission 
power, sensing threshold and any other in order to assure 
connectivity and minimum PU interference. In this work, we 
consider spectrum band and channel as synonymous because 
of we do not need to consider specificities like modulations 
that work with more than one channel, yet which this 
framework includes the possibility of treating these 
modulations. 

There are two types of spectrum awareness, passive and 
active. Besides this classification, some authors classify 
awareness according to response time and topology as slow or 
rapid and distributed or centralized, respectively. These 
concepts are important once we want to situate our proposal as 
a schema for active and rapid awareness, allowing centralized 
or distributed topology. In fact, it effectively senses the 
spectrum where the device is inserted, supplies a rapid 
classification of the signal sensed and can easily share its state 
(signal and channel rating) with other partner devices. Finally, 
we can say that our method is adequate to perform spectrum 
sensing, spectrum decision, spectrum sharing and spectrum 
mobility. 

B. Proposals and Solutions 

Spectrum sensing - to achieve it, the cognitive radio must be 
able to perform PU detection, sensing control and, in 
cooperative mode, cooperation. We can find these requirement 
in a more detailed form, where some important abilities are 
presented in order to achieve the best sensing state such as 
define the observation time, bandwidth awareness, establish a 
sensing threshold for the sensing method and signal-to-noise 
awareness. Even so, all related works present three PU 
detection methods: matched filter detection, energy detection 
and feature detection.  

Spectrum management (or decision) - requires three main 
aspects to be successful [19]: spectrum characterization, 
spectrum selection and reconfiguration, where the first consists 
of information collection about the channel regarding one (or 
more) aspects. Spectrum selection is performed after spectrum 
characterization, where once channels properly classified, it is 
necessary to select the appropriated band according to quality 
of service (QoS) parameters, being a common QoS parameter 
the interference level over PU transmissions. However, other 
parameters where requirements like to maximize discovery 
opportunities and to minimize delay in locating an idle channel 
are presented, besides classical network requirements, to 
maximize throughput and to minimize delay. Finally, the last 
aspect of spectrum management is re-configurability, which 
carries the needs of channel selection, modulation selection, 
bandwidth setting, observation time setting, transmission time 
setting and power setting. 

Spectrum sharing - stems from the need in preventing 
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multiple CR networks colliding in spectrum overlapping 
portion. According to [19], this concept is detailed and 
subdivided in intra-network spectrum sharing and inter- 
network spectrum sharing, where the first can be achieved 
through its own transmission process. However, for the second 
one, there is none infrastructure to perform spectrum sharing 
with other CR users. Nevertheless, the CR must have 
mechanisms to be able to: resource allocation, channel 
allocation, power allocation and smart spectrum access 
(random access, time slotted, hybrid). All these concepts are 
properly explained in [19]. For our work, the only necessary 
concept the reader must keep in mind is that of multiple CR 
sharing a spectrum range each other (and with the PU). 
Despite of there are not requirements at CR level, the sensing 
mode must be expressive enough to differ a PU transmission 
and a secondary user (SU) transmission. 

Spectrum mobility - gives rise a new type of handoff in CR 
network [19], the so-called spectrum handoff, that means the 
transfer of connection to another unused spectrum band. This 
transfer occurs in three situations: PU detection, connection 
lost due to mobility of users involved in communication or 
spectrum band can not meet QoS requirements.  

Thus, for this work we understand that the proposed 
framework must be able to offer the following features: PU 
detection; channel classification; channel selection / bandwidth 
setting; modulation selection; observation time setting; 
transmission time setting; power setting; establish a sensing 
threshold; signal-to-noise awareness; quality of detection 
awareness; and bandwidth awareness. Because these are the 
requirements needed to achieve the follow other requirements: 
sensing control; cooperation; spectrum characterization; 
spectrum selection; reconfiguration; intra-network spectrum 
sharing; inter-network spectrum sharing; and spectrum 
handoff. 

C. Conclusions and Future Works 

   In this we reviewed the evolution of cognitive radios and 
networks as well as presented a framework composed by a 
schema for sensing signal and classify the spectrum, a set of 
relevant operations to cognitive decision making and a set of 
states to control the cognitive radio. 

The set of operations defined by us are the main operations 
that CR must turn available for upper layers, allowing 
implementation of: interference avoidance, power allocation, 
sensing control, spectrum characterization, spectrum selection 
and reconfiguration. 

Furthermore, the set of state presented is consistent to 
ensure the awareness need for upper layers invoke the 
operations available in cognitive radio. 

Our approach benefits the cognitive network research by 
treating the behavior definition of an important piece in the 
cognitive networks: the cognitive radio. Also, with this 
definition we make a contribution to define the radio layer 
responsibilities. This is an important contribution since the 
search by a cross-layer architecture has hampered the 
distribution of responsibilities by the layers of cognitive 

networks. 
For future works, we will focus our efforts on the research 

challenges to describes optimization of cooperative sensing as 
a need for improvement of the cognitive networks. 

XI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we presented some of the major contributions 
our work group has offered in the last few years.    

The work “A Security Framework for Input Validation” 
presents the following major contributions: An independent 
specification of Security for Input validation, through the use 
of a separated XML file; A very reliable framework validating 
the user- inputs in the server-side instead of in the client- side, 
assuring that all inputs will be validated before processing; A 
reusable approach with the implementation of the Validator 
mechanism; The proposed architecture could be used for Web 
Applications or Web Services; and An experiment result that 
present how easy is to find Web Applications with Security 
flaws related to the lack of input validation. 

The work “Intrusion Detection for Computational Grids” 
described a grid intrusion detection method in which GIDS is a 
high-level component that works in an integrated manner with 
lower-level IDSs  (NIDS and  HIDS).  Then, assuming  that 
integrating the IDSs was feasible, we showed with an example 
that this method can be used to satisfy the basic GIDS 
requirements. We presented mechanisms to integrate GIDS 
with lower-level IDSs. The use of standard protocols and  
formats  was  focused. The case study performed  with  a  
simulated  grid environment  to  evaluate  the  mechanisms  
was described. It  demonstrated  that  the integration of lower-
level  IDSs  with  a  GIDS  using  IDMEF messaging is 
possible and useful to detect the grid intrusions. 

The work “Intrusion Detection for Grid and Cloud 
Computing” presents an IDS service that captures audit data 
from a log and a communication system part of grid 
middleware increasing the level of security in each node, as 
well as the cloud computing. Two techniques were applied to 
achieve a higher level of security, intensively monitoring for 
possible malicious actions. Behavior-based intrusion detection 
was done with a feed-forward artificial neural network to 
recognize patterns of user behavior and indicate abnormal 
activity. The prototype implementing this solution was 
demonstrably accurate, with a low rate of false positives and 
false negatives. Knowledge-based detection was added to the 
solution to ease the identification of trails from already known 
attacks. These attacks are previously defined with a set of rules 
that we presented as a contribution to the field. To perform the 
required analysis for intrusion detection, we described a 
system for capturing audit data from a log system and 
messages exchange between grid nodes.  

The work “A SLA Perspective in Security Management for 
Cloud Computing” presents a Sec-SLA that is a formal 
negotiated document that defines in, specially, a quantitative 
way what service levels will be delivered from the provider to 
the customer. In other words, the Sec-SLA deals with the 
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“what”, not the “how”. However, by defining good security 
metrics the “how” could be better visualized. Usually the IT 
team faces lots of options in technological solutions and 
having a clear and documented understanding of what are the 
security requirements certainly would help. One of the main 
advantages of a Sec-SLA, beyond the legal one, is the 
possibility of a better understanding of how security is being 
accomplished. 

The work “Customer Security Concerns in Cloud 
Computing” presents the larger adoption of cloud computing 
relies on how secure it is and that security should be addressed 
since the very beginning. Being cloud computing a still 
evolving paradigm, some new security concerns may appear 
during the definition process, but the concerns highlighted in 
the present survey probably will not change. There are, 
however, a lot of good research and work in progress aiming 
to mitigate or to solve the security issues and to turn the cloud 
computing horizon less cloudy. Among these researches are 
government initiatives, like the cloud security group from US 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and 
industry initiatives, like the Cloud Computing Security 
Alliance. Having data confidentiality, integrity and availability 
a strong legal side, some legal organizations like Strafford 
Publications are organizing events to discuss the subject, like a 
Teleconference entitled “Cloud Computing: Managing the 
Legal Risks”, showing that other areas beyond information 
technology are watching cloud computing growing adoption 
more closely. Such initiatives bring advantages for the 
customer that can have more qualified background when 
analyzing the available cloud computing solutions to migrate 
his services to a cloud. 

 The work “A Cloud Computing Solution for Patient's Data 
Collection in Health Care Institutions” presents an integrated 
telemedicine service that automates the process from data 
collecting to information deliver as a computing utility. There 
are several practical advantages in this implementation, such 
as: it provides always-on, real-time data collecting; it 
eliminates manual collecting work and possibility of typing 
errors, and; it eases the deployment process, as wireless 
networking means no need for cabling or other physical setup. 

The work “Experimental Assessment of Routing for Grid 
and Cloud” proposed an experimental assessment of routing 
for grid and cloud computing. The convergence time of the 
algorithm based on the direct interconnection to the neighbor 
node is really small and almost constant. As expected, the 
response time of the algorithm based on the restrict connection 
to the neighbor node is longer than the other one. The big 
question to be answered was: How to make a heterogeneous 
environment and with huge complexity, like grid and cloud 
computing, not being managed manually, which is inefficient? 
The solution proposal is the creation of autonomic elements 
acting as intelligent agents, capable of feel the environment 
where they are and act the same according to pre-defined 
policies. 

The work “Simulator Improvements to Validate the Green 

Cloud Computing Approach” proposed an organization theory 
model for resource management of Green Clouds and 
demonstrated that the proposed solution delivers both 
reliability and sustainability, contributing to our goals of 
optimizing energy utilization and reducing carbon emission. 
Concepts related to cloud computing and green cloud 
computing were presented. We also described the simulator 
employed in the practical part of the experiments and de- 
tailed improvements undertaken on it to validate the green 
cloud computing approach. The simulator we used is called 
CloudSim and was developed at the University of Melbourne 
in Australia. The improvements we implemented relate to 
services-based interaction and policies for migration and re- 
location of virtual machines, which are based on system 
monitoring and control. 

The work “A framework to Radio Layer Operation in 
Cognitive Networks” reviewed the evolution of cognitive 
radios and networks. It presented a framework composed by a 
schema for sensing signal and classify the spectrum, a set of 
relevant operations to cognitive decision making and a set of 
states to control the cognitive radio. Our approach benefits the 
cognitive network research by treating the behavior definition 
of an important piece in the cognitive networks: the cognitive 
radio. Also, with this definition we make a contribution to 
define the radio layer responsibilities. This is an important 
contribution since the search by a cross-layer architecture has 
hampered the distribution of responsibilities by the layers of 
cognitive networks. 
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